THE PETER CLAPP TRAIL is a 1200-foot fully accessible trail with multiple rest stops and picnic areas which leads to a viewing platform overlooking the field, Walker Pond, and Eggemoggin Reach.

1. Approximately 355 feet between the kiosk and first bench at a slope between approximately 2% and 6%.

2. Approximately 300 feet between the benches at a slope between approximately 4% and 7%.

3. Approximately 445 feet between the benches at a slope between approximately 5% and 8%.

4. UPPER LOOP: This eastern loop is part of the larger Cooper Farm trail system and is a standard hiking trail. Please see other Kiosk for details.

About Cooper Farm
Cooper Farm, acquired in 2001, a gift of the Gwynn, Casey, and Brown families, has 2 miles of easy trails, through blueberry fields and forest, with one of the best vistas on the Peninsula. The Property was expanded, in 2018, with the addition of the top of the hill and the land that runs down to Walker Pond.